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A DISCUSSION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF GLASS BEAD REFL1~CTORIZATION 

It has been estimCJ.ted by Ashmiin (l) thA.t the 48 states used neA.rly 2·1 million 

gallons of trA.ffic·paint of ctll kinds in 1950, On the basis of returns from JJ 

states to the same author, nearly one-hnlf of all white pctint and two-thirds of 

the yellow, totaling almost li million gallons, were reflectorized c;i th glass beads 

in 1950, At .normal applic,.tion r"tes, this means a total consumption of more thr,n 

6 million pounds of beads for th"t ye,.r, and a most significant trend is revealed 

in the fact that these figu_res represent an increase over the previous yeFtr of 67 

and 59 percent respectively in the amount of white and yellow paint so reflector-

ized.. This is fairly big business~ ce;1,r.d its rapid grovJth in recent years eives 

definite notice that glass ·oead '' r~:. ·.::ccome ,·:1.n important highvn=J..y materiA..l vJhose 

rurictioning must be thoroughly w:..,:,;.c..:·;;,·,:.c.cd and :p:cope:ccies carefully evaluA-ted in 

order to realize maximum benefits from their useu 

It is the purpose of this paper, therefore, to diseuss some of the more im-

port,.nt principles governing the use and performance of glass beads in traffic 

paint to serve as a basis for the des~L§;n of adequate tests and L::.ter-pretA.tion of 

their significance. Fortun~tely~ the applic~tion of theory to practice is so di-

rect in most instances that labor,.tory tests can easily oe devised to faithfully 

predict performe~r:::~: .. in service .. Moi·eover~ the intelligent applicA.tion of these 

principles to the whole problem of bead reflectorization brings immediate and sub-

stantial dividends of a very practic<--:1 nature, as will appear later in the pA.pero 

The subject matter of the discussion which follows is divided 11mong three major 

·oopics: 1) the effect of chemical composition on properties of the @;lass; 2) the 

effect of physical properties of the beads on performance; and J) principles of 

application. It should oe emphasized at the outset that little time will oe devoted 

to rigorous _:proofs or derivations of physical laws made use of in developing the 

(l) Go 1'1, Ashman, "Present Preferences in Traffic P<Jint," Highway Research Board 
Bulletin No. J6, May, 1951. 



subject,. On the contrary, the main object is to point out how the recognition and 

utilization of certain fllildamental principles A.nd physical laws cr:m ))e mtl.(le to ad~ 

vance the art of glass bead reflectorization and thus serve the best interests of 

all concerned. 

THE EFFECT OF ClillHIGAL COMPOSITION ON PROPJDRTIES OF THE GLASS 

Glass has been defined by Morey (2)~}: as 11 .,. oan inorgan:i.c substance in f.l. con-

dition v,rhich is continuous withp and analogous to, the liquid state of that su1l-

stance~ but which, as the result of having been cooled from a fused condi tion 7 hn.s 

attained so high a degree of viscosity as to be for all practical purposes rigid." 

It is important to understand that glass is, in effect, an undercooled, high-

ly viscous liquid. \lhen properly com:oounded A.nd processed, the melt solidifies 

o.n cooling to form an amorphous, vitreous solid in which crystallization has been 

inhibited or prevented by the high viscosity of the liquid at temperatures neA.r 

the melting point,. Vlhen crystallization, or devi trification~ occurs on cooling~ 

the glass is ruined. Devi trification is prob'lbly the most important fA.ctor which 

limits the range of composition of commercial glasses 1 and may be caused by errors 

in either composition or· heat treatment, Other· compositions, sa ti sfA.ctory with 

·respect to devitrification 7 are unsuitab~e because of enormously high viscosities 

in the temperature range above the freezing point, \Vhich makes viurking extremely 

difficult, 

Most glasses can be considered as composed of oxides, the acidic oxides most 

coJnmonly used being silica, Si02~ boric oxide, B203i and phosphorus pentoxide 7 

1"20.5• Vanadium pentoxide, V20.5, arsenious oxide, As203, A.nd germanium oxide, 

(2) G, \1. Morey, "The Properties of Glass," American Chemical Society Monogrc,·oh 
No, 77, Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1938. 

* 'J:hi s standard work includes an extensive rtnd thorough treatment of the effec-t 
of chemical composition on all of the important properties of glA.ss, Toge"ther 
.with some of the more ·recent publications of the National Bureau of Standn..rds~ 
it constitutes the principal basis for the present discussion of glass chemistry, 
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Ge02 , are also glass-forming but of limited use. Germanium oxide is excellent, 

but too exuensive. Phosphorus pentoxide does not have as marked t;lass-forming pror'

erties as either boric oxide or silica'~ and is not used mucho Boric oxide is widely 

used, but onlY in silicate glasees'j since when used alone or in too large amounts 

the resulting glass lacks chemical durability. Almas t all commercial ,o;lasses con

tB.in silica, which has the essential qur.tlities of chemical tlut•ability ~>ncl freedom 

from devitrification to a marked degree; in fact, if it were not so difficult to 

melt and work, silica glass would be the best type for most ordinary uses, Such 

glasses have A. relatively low ref rae ti ve index'~ however~ which handicaps their 

effectiveness in beads for pavement S\J:cipe reflectorization .. 

Because of the difficulty and cost of making silica glass, and in order to 

secure glasses having certain speciai. y_uali ties 1 otheT oxides are .A.dded to flux 

the silica and make it workable. A great many different metallic oxides P~.re used 

for this purpose, the particular ones selected depending on the properties de-

sired in the glass. Host of the common ones Vlill be mentioned in specific appli

cations a little later. A point that should not be overlooked in interpreting the 

significance of chemical tests is that comparatively small amounts (less them 1 

percent) of some of the cons ti tuen t oxides may greatly a,ffec t the chemi ci'tl and phys

ical properties of the glass. Whether these small quantities are added deliberately, 

or whether introduced as an impurity in materials or by interaction of the glass 

with the refractory contai:na:c during mel ting 1 they should be taken into account 

when attempting to relli.te composition with physical properties. 

For the present purpose, properties of primary interest related to composition 

are ~hemical durability, refractive index, density 9 strength, and color. The dis

cussion of these topics which follows will also i·nclude some remarks on the signifi

cance of applicable tests for glass beads where appropriate. 
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Effect of Composition on Durability 

Chemical duraoili ty, or resistance to attack_by the atmosphere and corrosive 

solutions, is in general a matter of prime importance in the utilization of ctll 

glasses,. H~st optical glasses are exposed to air throughout their service life, 

and ctre suoject to the corrosive action of chemical constituents in the A-tmosphere, 

ca:eried by the water which is always present .. Even pure v;ater may attack certain 

glasses mor·e severely than mA..n.y strongly acid or alkaline solutions .. 

Sodium oxide is the oest flux for silica, out the resulting silicate is solu

ole in v~ater, and other oxides mustoe added to give chemical duraoility. Lime is 

most commonly used for this purpose, and the resulting product is the familiar 

soda-lime-silica glass that makes up the oulk of commercial production, If too little 

lime is added, the ;:;lass melts easily out has poor chemical duraoili ty; if too much, 

the glass is hard to melt ann sure to de vitrify. The oest composition for pure 

soda-lime-silica glass is in the range: Si02, 73-74 percent; GaO, 7-13 percent; 

Na2o, lJ-20 percent. 

Magnesia and zinc o:x;fde ct1...11 be A.dvantageously su~ostituted for part of the 

lime, A.nd A-luminum oxide~ li..l203~ gives better chemical durr:t1)ili ty and f:Ceedom from 

de vitrification, but too much makes the glass hard to melt and v,rork(l ~)otassium~ 

barium~ and boric oxid;;::s ;' ... 11 increase chemical durability A.nd prevent Oevi trifica

tionj but also irH;rease viscosity .. They are helpful in smr..tll A-mounts~ but a lFLrge 

proportion of any one of them has some unfavorable ei'fE:c·(;" 

Glasses containing a high percentage of the acidic oxides, such as silica and 

boric oxidej are resistant to acid solutions, but less so to \Vater and alkalis,. 

Conversely, glasses containing sm~ll amounts of these oxides are suoject to consid

eraole attack oy acid solutions; in fact, some of the extra-heavy lead and barium 

glasses can be decompos.ed sufficiently for chemical analysis by digestion with 

hydrochloric or nitric acid. 
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Dura.bili ty Vs, Serviceability: - While the ability of a glass to maintain an 

optically clear and polished surface is a measure of its serviceability, it is n..lso 

true that some optical glasses of relatively poor chemical durability give excel-

lent service (3). It has long been knovm that the forme,tion of films on optic".l 

glasses in c'erta.in cases actually improved performance by reducing externa,l reflec-

tion, ;;).nd the discovery of this fact was the b13..sis for the present practice of lonG 

coating (4). \1hen water or actueous solutions attack glctss, the action is not ono 

of ordinctry solution, but rather one of progressive hydrolysis and hydrcttion, re-

sul ting in a breakdovm of the silicA.tes and preferential solution of the reA.ction 

products, somewhA.t a.nalagous to the hydration and leA.ching of portlA.nd cement, In 

certain glA.sses this preferential solution of alkali Md other metA.l ions by water 

leaves a surfttce film rich in si2.ica~ which h.:-= ... s a considerably lower refractive 

index thA.n the base glass. Although this film is not as effective as one of con-

trolled thickness 11nd refractive index~* it is sufficien·L. ·c.o give noticeA.ble im-

provement in transmittance and reduction of external refloctione 

The foregoing should by no means oe construed to mean that all dull surfaces 

and evidences of poor duraoili ty are oeneficial to optical performance. :':cched, 

pittedp and otherwise damaged surfaces are in an entirely different category,. 

Rather, it is intended to emphasize the fact that serviceA.bLi ty and chemic,'l.l dura-

bility are not synonymous terms, out represent distinctly different properties, 

For this reason, a laboratory test for chemical durability based only on weight 

loss oy extraction VIi th water or ap,Jarent dulling of surface luster may wrongly 

(3). Donald Hubbard, "Hygroscopicity of Optical GlA.sses as an Indication of Service
ability," J, Research NBS )6, 365 (1946) RP1706, 

(4) Donald Hubbard and Gerald F, Rynders, wchemical Durability, Specular Gloss, 
and Transmittance of Optical Glasses," J, Research NBS 41, 477 (1948) RP19JJ, 

* For optimum results, the refrA.ctive index of the film st.ould be the sctuare 
root of that of tho base glass, and its thickness one-fourth the wavelength 
of the incident light, 
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condemn a perfectly satisfrwtory glass, Optical tests before and after exposure 

to attack are the only reliable method of distinguishing acceptable glass behds, 

In our own laboratory it Ms been observed that weight loss of a glass be::3.d sample 

by extraction bears no evident relation to dulling of surface luster, and neither 

criterion is an infallible inOicA..tion of subsequent optical perfo1"mr1.nceo In ono 

case 'j r0flecti vi ty of tho glass bon,ds vJae improvod aftur rofJ 'll.Xing for 90 hours 

with distilled water in spite of a substantial weight loss in the process, 

Long life is not an essential q_uali ty of pa.vement mA.rkine; beads~ since most 

mark:ings are renewed annuallyo It is only necessary that the glA.ss bea/ls retain 

their reflective power through the effective life of the pavement stripe, which 

in turn is regulated chiefly by the performance of the p8.int. Chemical durability, 

thon 9 is not as significant as servic8ability in evaluating glass beads for pave

ment reflectorization.. A test for hygroscopicity of glass P.l.S a measure of service

ability has been used A.nd described by Hubbard (3), but :pho'cometric tests are more 

practical and direct for gl~ss beads when equipment for making such tests is avail

able. 

Effect of Composition on Dens-;- ty and Refracti vG Index 

.Because of the nature of glass~ its density is approximately an additivo 

function of its composition, a rele1tionship >~hich is generally true of all liquids (2). 

Silica and boric oxide are the lowest in density, follo11ed by the oxides of aluminum, 

sod~um 9 potassium~ magnesium~ iron~ calcium~ zinc~ Oarium~ and lead .. fJ.1he factors 

used to compute the density of' glass from percentages of its constituent oxides 

are not greatly different for the common ingredients of ordinary soda-lime-silica 

glass~ so tl-.tat the composition cn.n vary within rF::l.ther wide limits without ,~,;reatly 

affecting density. Appreciable q_u'tnti ties of b11rium and lead in the heavier crovm 

and flint glasses have a marked effect on density ho\;ever. 
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Density is of interest larc:ely for three reasons: l) it determines the relative 

amount of reflective surface furnished per pound of beads of a given size; 2) it 

affects application procedures through its effect on the sedimentation rate of beads 

in paint; and J) it is related closely to refractive index, As a general rule, the 

refractive index increases as the density increases, ·but the relA. tionship is not 

line~r. Refr~ctive index is a very important property indeedt and its signific~nce 

will be discussed in some detail .o. little later, in connection with the effect of 

physical properties on bead performance, 

Effect of Composition on Crushing Strength 

There is very little published L:i'ormation on the relA.tion of elass composition 

to crushing strength, and still le~-=.;::; ,.Jll streng·v:::-l a.s determined in current methods 

of glass bead testing. IJ.1he result~ of compreo:-~:i..pn tests by Gehloff and '11homas on 

a series of glasses derived from a two-component soda-silicate glass by the sul)sti~-

tution of various metallic oxides for part of the silicA. are given by Morey (2). 

These tests wer·e performed on very sme1ll gle1ss prisms e1nd indicl'lted that the alkali 

oxides reduced strength most. The order of effect of the various ox.ides is given 

parentheses having about ·Ghe same effect. No correlation vm.s found between crush-

ing strength Cl.Yld tensile strength, 

More recantly, the work in Missouri reported by Lyon and Rooinson (5) also 

shows generally greater strengths for the high-silica beA-ds, but the effect of 

composition is clouded somewhat by considerable vA.riA..tion in physical chPLrA.cteristics 

such as surface condition~ internal milkiness~ etc .. Exyerience in testing beR.ds 

from vA.rious sources in our own laboi"atory has given further evidence of the snme 

generB.l relationship bet\..reen strength and silica content .. 

(5) V, H. Lyon and D, 1. Robinson, "A Study of Glass Beads for lleflectorizinr; 
Traffic Paint," Proceedings, High>IR-Y llesearch Board, Vol, 29, :p. 245. (1949) 
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Effect of Comnosition on Color 

vlhen light enters glass, some of it is absorbed, and some transmitted. If 

the absorption is small and uniform for all VJavelengths of visible light~ the ~lass 

appears clear and colorlesso As the overall absorption increases~ the glFLss be

comes creyish in color. ilhen the class selectively absorbs light of any given >lave

length, the hue of the transmitted light :perceived by the eye is tho composite of 

the remaining colors of the visible spectrum. In short, the apparent color of the 

e;lass is the complement of the absorbed color when the incident light })Ossesses a 

continuous spectrum. 

Ji'or the most part, colors encountered in beads for paint reflectorizn.tion ,q,re 

those incidental to the compounding of the glass and are not added intentionally. 

Iron oxide is usually present as an impurity in commercial glasses~ e;iving either 

a greenish color or a weak yellow depending on whether the oxide is ferrous or 

ferric.. The addition of other oxides as j~decolorizers'1 masks or neutralizes the 

color Out results in a reduction of transmission~ High grade optical glasses are 

produced with transmissions of more than 99 percent, but ordiniiry window glass has 

a transparency of only 85 to 90 percent. The presence of much lead or barium 

oxide in the optical glasses of high0r refractive index A.lso decreases the trans

parency. The two oxides of YanadiumVzOJ and Vz05, give colors similA.r to those of 

ferrous and ferric iron respectively I> 

There are two F<spects to the problem of color in glass beads. One, of course, 

is the fact that selective absorption weakens the intensity of reflex-reflected 

light, since the incident beam must pass through the beF<d twice before being re

turned to the driver's eye. The other is the possibility of an objectionable color 

modifiyation of the pF<inted stripe by the beads. So far, the decision as to what 

constitutes objectionable color has been made on a purely subjective basis. There 

appears to be no necessity for a "water white 11 colOr specification, however, since 
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a noticeable color of the beads in bulk may be totally imperce:p-cible when they are 

applied to the paint in the required quantities, Some variation in color should 

be permitted as long as there is no appreciable alteration of the color of the 

paint stripe, and color specifications \;.rhich nre unnecessarily restrictive mrty 

hamper the development of glasses superior in other respects. 

Eventually it m.ay be feas:\bl.c to uso a yellow be"'d with yollow tt•affio pliint, 

Such a practice may help prevent the "washing out" of the background color by the 

more brilliant beads, \vhich is so noticeable in most yellow reflectorized sisns 

of high specific intensity. 'rhe desirability of using colored beads wil_ no doubt 

receive increasing consideration as the :ceflec ·c: ve efficiency cr pavem&:<·c s -~:..~:i. ·J8 s 

approA..ches that of present beaded hi{~hWP .. y signs,. 

EFFECT OF PHYSICAL PROFERTIES OF :L'HE BEADS ON J.~ERJ?Ol1i•J:~NCE 

In the Preceding sectiOn, the relation between chemicr--1,1 composition and ·~er

tain significant properties of the glass was brought out~ :=tnd it w:=ts shown hvd 

some of these properties, such as chemical durability and color, directly infl·.J.BJJ.ce 

the service performance of the beads as such., The purpose of the discussion which 

now follows is to explain the influence of the important physical properties of the 

beads· themselves, nR.mely rGf:cactive index, pA-rticle size, and flaws of various kinds~ 

on performance in a reflGctorized stripe .. 

While ref rae ti ve index is not a. property of the bead, but of the glass compos

ing it, its significance is so intimately related to physical form that it may 

properly be included here for more detailed discussion. 

Effect of Refractive Index on Distribution of Reflected Lig;ht 

Ref rae ti ve index is one of the most important properties of glass beads, since 

1t determines to a large extent the amount and dis·oribution of reflected light. 

The pro]Jortion of incident light reflected from the bead-paint interface is a 

function of the difference in index of the two materials, while the pattern 
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of the reflected beam depends on the focal length of the bead-lens, Vlhi.ch is de-

termined in turn by the refractive index of the glass, The subject of inter-

relation of beads and paint in reflex reflection will be taken up in a little more 

detail after first explaining the principles of geometric optics applicable to the 

performance of the beads themselves, 

Reflection: - \'!hen light is incident on an interfA-ce of two transparent 

media, it will in general be distributed in three ways; lt a part of the light ;rill 

be reflected from the surface of the second medium; 2) part will be transmitted; 

and 3) the remainder will be absorbed, The proporhon of light reflected at the 

boundary surface is a function of both the angle of incidence and the refractive 

indices of the two media, and is_ B;i ven Dy 

(1) 

where R is the fraction of incident light reflected, and i and r are the angles 

of incidence and refraction respectively, When one medium is air, the reflection 

at normal incidence is 

(n-1) 2 

(n+l )Z 
(2) 

where n is the ratio of the refractive index of the second medium to that of the 

first, The eq_uation holds, and the reflection is the same, irrespective of which 

medium is traversed i:':trst. 

In Figure l, Eq_. (l) has been plotted for three different glasses having re-

fractive indices of 1.50, 1.75. and 2.00 respectively, in air, These graphs show 

·chat external reflection at normal incidence from a glass surface in air is almost 

tripled for an increase of 0.50 in the index of the glass, and that reflection 

increases very rapidly at angles of incidence beyond about 500, to total external 

reflection at 900. 
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Refraction: - Refraction of light at a spherical boundary between two trans-

have the relation 

+ (3) 

where p is the distance of the light source from the vertex 0, q is the image 

distance or focal length, n1 is the refractive index of the first meclium, n2 

the index of the second, and R is the radius of curvature of the boundary surfn.ce, 

This equation is an approximation which holds for rays neA..r the axis PLnd is suf-

ficiently accurate for the :pr8sent ~Qurr;vseo J?or the conditions under which glass 

beads are ~rdinarily viewed~ the object d.istanca p is so large in comparison to 

the radius R that the incident light rays can -be considered :parallel and the 

first term of Eq, (3) vanishes. Thus, for a g;lass of index 1,50 in air (nair =.1,00), 

the focal surface is at a distance JR from the vertex 0, or a distance R behind 

an imaginary rear surface of a sphel~e~ shov1n by the dashed line in the figure .. 

Similarly, to focus parallel light on the rear surface (q ~ 2R). 'Ghe glacs must have 

a refractive index of 2,00. 

Figure 3 is a sketch of a section throug;h a glass sphere embedded to a depth 

of half its diame'oer in a third transparent medium, say an allcyd resin, of index 

n3• Any parallel incident beam entering the spher·e converges to a point on the 

axis of the 1Jeam a'o a distance P1' behind the sphere. This distance is determined 

by the refrac'oive indices of air, ·glass, and resin, n1 , n 2 , a.nd n3 respectively. 

ilhen n2 and n3 are equal, there is no change in direction at the glass-resin bound

ary and the distance PF can be determined by a sing;le computation. If a spheri-

cally curved reflecting surface, GFH, concentric with the sphere, is now placed at 

F, the parallel rays of any beams which can enter the sphere will be refracted and 

reflected symmetrically with respect to the axis of the beam, and again rendered 
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FIGURE 2. REFRACTION OF LIGHT A SPHERICAL BOUNDARY 

FIGURE 3, REFRACTION AND REFLECTION BY A GLASS SPHERE IN A THIRD MEDIUIVI 
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parallel on emerging from the sphere, to be returned in the direction of the 

source. It is also apparent from Figure 3 that if the rays of the incident beam 

are reflected from a point either ahead of or behind the focal surface, they will 

not emerge parallel. This is shown by tracing the ray along AA', which is re

fracted to the point D on the rear surface of a bead composed of an average glass 

of index around 1..,5 .. If this ray were totally reflected at that point~ it would 

emerge along E'E at a considerable angle to the direction of the incident ray. If, 

however, the index of the glass is increased -to 2.,0j the refracted ray A~D would 

be bent down to a focal point P on the rear surface, reflected to B 1 as sho,o~n by 

the dashed lines, and emerge parallel to its original direction. As a corollary, 

it may be stated that spheroids or- ellipsoids of the lower index glasses \oiill give 

better reflex reflection than true spheres in traffic paint, provided Lheir long 

axis is oriented in the general direction of tho oncoming ligl;tt source. 

These principles are made use of in the construction of beaded sheets for 

reflectorized signs of various kinds. Long-range visibility is achieved by placing 

beads of a given refractive index on a transparent film of controlled thickness 

(approximately equal to R + . PF in ~'igure 3), backed by a highly reflecting 

metallic foil. In this way the amount of light reflected is increased, and this 

returned light is conserved in a. relatively narrow cone of high intensity. Such 

a reflecting surface is usually plane, however, so that it contains the focal point 

only at normal incidence and brightness falls off rapidly as the angle of incidence 

increases. Since the focal length of the bead is a function of its radius, it is 

obviously advantageous th~t the beads be as uniform in size as possible for this 

type of construction, With sufficiently high refractive index of the glass, the 

focal surface GFH is brought up to the rear surface of the bead, m~king a spacing 

coat unnecessary •. 
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If the beads functioned in the ideal manner just described, the resulting 

perfect reflex reflection would hc"ve little practical value, because all of the 

incident light would be returned to the source without reaching the eye of the 

driver,. Actually~ however~ the inherent aberrations in s:pherical lenses of this 

thickness and curvature are more than adequate to produce the necessary disper-

approximation to the formla for refraction at a shperical surface .. It holds 

only for rays·near the axis. A more exact relation (6) is 

p 'l. 
+ 

[

n 2 
_J_. 
R 

(h,) 

where the notation is the same as in J<1q_. (3), and h (Figure 3) is the distance of 

the parallel ray from the axis. Thus, to bring a ray which is incident at h = R 

to a focus at the rear surface, n2 is found from Eg_. (If) to be 1.75, and for one 

at h R = 2, the value of the refractive index to accomplish the same purpose is 1.96. 

When h = 0, the second term on the right of Eq_. (Lf) vanishes, Fmd the relation re-

duces to Eq_. (3). From the foregoing it is evident that all parallel rays incident 

on the sphere cannot be brought to a focus at a single point. By taking the verti-

cal coordinate of the centroid of the circular arc OA'K, which is equal to 2R as 
·rr' 

an average or resultant value of h, the corresponding averRge value of refractive 

index for optimum reflection is found to be about 1.90. Since external reflection 

increases rapidly as h approaches R, most of the light incident at the extremes of 

the diameter does not enter the sphere and the optimum index will be somewhat great-

er than l. 90. 

(6) Unpublished discussion by i/alter L. Weeks, Physics Department, Michigan 
State College. 
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Inter relation of Beads and Paint in Reflex Reflection 

As sho\1/n earlierj the amount of light reflected from an interface of two 

transparent media is a fllilc tion of their refractive lndices.. Referring again to 

]'igure 3~ assume nov;r that a traffic paint has replaced the transparent resin \rlhich 

holds the bead, Since the finely divided pigment particles are enveloped by the 

v0hicle, they do not come in direct cont,'l.ct ~<ith the baRd, but 11re separated from 

it by a film of vehicle at least one molecule thick. Hence, when 11 beam of light 

strikes this interface, the portion reflected is determined by the refractive in

dices of glass and vehicle in ~<ccordance >lith Eq. (l). The remA.inder is tr"ns-

, mi tted through the vehicle, with some loss by absorption, to the multi turle of 

tiny pigment particles where some of it is absorbed, some transmitted and the 

balance diffusely reflected, The amount of light reflected from the pigment parti

cles, again, is a function of their refractive index in relation to that of the 

vehicle, and the amount transmitted through them depends on their absorption 

characteristics. 

From the above consider11tions, it is o,ui te evident that beads and paint 11re 

intimately related in the reflective process. l'li th 11 given beFld, the 11moun t of 

,reflected light aan be influenced considerably by the characteristics of vehicle 

and pigments in the paint in which it is placed, The converse is also true. 

Compatibility of Beads and Paint: -Another ph11se of the bead-paint relation

ship is mutual compatibility with respect to interfacial tensions, or wetting of 

the bead by the paint. It is import11nt that the paint wet the bead sufficiently 

to form 11 bond that will resist dislodgement of the beads, Too great an attrac

tion will cause the beads to "drown" too easily; too little will result in 

poor bond, The photographs of Figure 4 illustrnte this point, In the first 

photograph, taken at an age of less than l week, the wetting is almost excessive. 

The paint has crawled up the sides of the spheres to an extent which limits 
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ini t.ial reflex reflection at long range, as will oe shovm presently. The second 
' ' 

photograph shov1s a small are" of " reflectorized stripe at the age of 71" months. 

Although the paint itself is still in good condition, the oeads heive almost en-

tirely disappeared. The oead sockets and the few beeids remaining in the paint 

seem to indicate a negative cfipillarity, with consequent poor retention. This is 

the other extreme. 

The two aspects of inter-rehltionship of beads and paint just discussed -pre-

sent a strong argument in favor of treating the refleCtoriz8d stripe as an entity 

rather than as a comoinfition of independent materials. Any evaluation of oeads or 

paint separately which does not take 'che !'lbove mutual effects into account is nee-

©ssarily incomplete and may be misleading. 

Glass Bead G-radations 

Most users have !'lssumed thus fFJ.r that the glass be!'lds should be uniformly 

graded.from coarse to fine 9 the theory being that the smaller beads would be sue-

cessively exposed for effective reflection as the paint wore downg Although the 

theory is logical and pl!'lusible, there are no published d~ta to show exactly the 

relation oetween gradation and continuing optimum reflectivity. There are certain 

well-estab~ished facts, however, based on experience and simple geometry~ which 

definitely indicate the aesirability of using beads of smA.ller maximum size. These 

facts will be brought out in the ensuing discussion. The most effective gr~ding 

below this. m!'lximum size remains to be determined. 

Other things equal, the projected reflecting' area per pound of beads is great-

ly increased as the average diameter of the beads is decreased. This is true oe-

cause the volume and cross-sectional area are proportional to the cuoe and square 

of the radius respectively. If the radius is halved, it t~kes eight times as 

many beads for e~uivalent volume. The total cross-sectional !'lrea of these eight 

beads is twice that of the larger oead. Similarly, if the average radius is 
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reduced to one-third, the surfRce Rrea is tripled. Since beads are sold by weight, 

which is proportional to volume, it is obvious thRt R dollar will buy more reflec

tion in the smaller beads. 

Fortunately, the smaller beads not only are more economical but also have 

several other distinct advantages over the larger ones. Pound for pound, small 

beads~ because of their greater surface-mass ratio, maintain useful reflection 

longer, thus adding materially to the life of the stripe. Not only is this true 

theoretically, but it has also been amply substantiated by experience. Fig-ure 5 

is a photograph of a month-old stripe containing premixed beads overlain with larger 

ones. For every large bead lost, represented by the empty sockets in the picture, 

four smaller ones of half the diameter would have to be dislodged to bc·cne about 

an equivalent loss in reflection. The fig-ure shows thRt the smaller sizes are 

not lost in anywhere near that proportion. Furthermore, better distribution, with 

accompanying uniformity of light return, is possible with the smaller beads. Other 

advantages of the smaller beads are: l) they can be premixed with the paint; 2) they 

reduce drying time; 3) they reduce the effect of relative humidity on drying tim~;· 

and 4) first appearance of bleeding of bituminous material through the paint to 

the under side of the bead is delayed. These points are taken up in a little more 

detail in a later section on principles of application, One more significant fact 

on bead size remains to be mentioned, ho;~ever. Apparently o"'ing to the method of 

manufacture, the percentage of irreeular and fragmentary particles is notic~ably 

lower in beads of smaller size. This is one phase of the problem of imperfections 

of various kinds occurring in glass beads, "'hich forms the subject of the next 

and final section, 
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Effect of Imperfections on Reflection 

The most common imperfections occurring in elass beads, and the ones gener

ally taken into account in evaluating the beads, are: l) irreg11larly shaped parti

cles; a~d 2) gas inclusionso The presence of extrB:neous material and other imper

fections of relatively rare occurrence need not be considered here. 

Particle Shape: - The test for roundness has received a great deal of a-oten

tion and apparatus for measuring this property has reached an advanced stage of 

development.. As far as is known now~ ho\vever~ no one has determined the signifi

cance of this property quantitatively~ Fragments, of course~ are practically use

less as far as reflex reflection is concerned and a large percentage of them cuts 

down efficiency,. Non-sphericR-1 shapes~ such as spheroids 9 ellipsoids,. etco, are 

probably not too detrimental. As mentioned previously, when these particles are 

oriented with their long axis in the direction of' light incidence, they give a 

more efficient light return than round ones fo:c the lower ind6x glasseso If the 

non-round particles are randomly oriented in the paint, the number of particles 

with their long axis in line >~i th the dir·ection of light should compensate approx

imately for those not so oriented in the efficiency of' light return. The influence 

of particle shape can be determined experimentally, and such tests should be per

formed soono 

G·as Inclusions: - Gas inclusions are a seriqus defect.. iil glass beads because 

they interfere wi'"h reflex reflection and weaken the bead structurally. J<lxperi

ments in the Michigan State Highway Research Laboratory show that losses in specific 

intensity of 20 to 40 percent can result from excessive e;as inclusions in commer

cially produced beads. The tests were performed by measuring the brightness of 

two sets of panels coated respectively with beads which had been separated at a 

predetermined specific gravity into two fractions by a sink-float method, Work 
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is now under way to find a satisfactory method of measuring eas content. The 

problem is complicated by the fact that optical characteristics are influenced 

strongly by the size and number of the bubbles as well as the total volume of 

gas present. 

Tests such as these, and others currently being developed for clarity of glass 

beads, are probably helpful mostly from the standpoint of providing a general back

ground of knowledge for development of the product and interpretation of test re

sults.. In the final analysis, photometric tests give A. }Jractical n.nd realistic 

picture of prospective performance unobtainable in any other way. In these tests, 

the effects of refractive index» roundness, gas inclusions, and imperfections of all 

kinds are lumped into one resultant figure representing optical performa..nceQ J.~'or 

specification purposes 1 measurement of the contributing properties is probably 

unnecessary .. 

PRINCIPLMS 0]' APPLICATION 

Application of transparent spheres for the purpose of reflectorizing pave

ment marking stripes can be said to involve t'ro techniques. In the first of 

these, the beads are dropped directly on the wet p11int; in the second, beads are 

mixed in the paint and the combination sprayed through the gun. In some instances, 

both methods 11re employed simultaneously (overlay). 

Bead dispensers designed for use in dropping Qeads on the fresh paint are 

positioned low on the paint truck 9 as close as possible to the stripe? in order 

to minimize effects of air movement and mechanical vibration. They are located 

approximately 1 ft. behind the spray ,;uns, so that the paint has had contact <~ith 

the pavement a little more than a tenth of a second before it is covered with beads. 

Although be!ldS applied by dropping impart the highest initial reflectivity, 

the technique is open to several objections. It is very diffic~lt to 11ssure uni

form dispersal of beads across the vridth of the pctint stripe (see Figure 6). 
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A large percentage of beFldS are lost as cj.. result of winds~ inaccurate orientation 

of the dispenser, or other mechanic,e,l variables not necessarily under the control 

of the operator.. Also the beads may tend to :pick u:p moisture from the r:tir and 

clwnp together. 

For these and other reasons~ interest has developed in spraying paint containing 

premixed bends, .depending on trA-ffic to expose the upper surfflces of the beR..ds in 

the top layer of the paint film. Initial reflectivity is im~arted to these stripes 

by coating them with just enough beads to :promote reflectivity durine the period 

required for traffic to start exposing the premixed beads .. 

It has been found that beads mixed in traffic marking paint and subjected to 

the usual pressures of spray ap:plic·1.tion (40 -Go 80 psi., or higher on the pn.inti A-nd 

60 to 100 psi. for atomization) will undergo considern,ole loss through rebound from 

the pavement surface if they are lA,rger than U.S. standard No. 60 sieve opening, 

0.0098 inch. Bead loss through rebound of beads passi4g No. 60 sieve is practically 

negligi ole. 

The Michigan State Hi,~hway Department until recently has recognized tVJo tyPes of 

beads for use in reflectorizing pavement marking stripesG These are Type I for 

application on the VJet paint film through a bead dispenser, and Type II for use pre-

mixed in the paint. These types are identical in every respect except for their 

gradations, which are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

GLASS BEAD GRADATIONS 

Sieve 
No 

30 
40 
50 
60 

100 
200 

Sieve 
Opening, 

inches 

0' 0232 
0. 0165 
0.0117 
0.0098 
0.0059 
0,0029 
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Total Percent Passing 

100 
30 - 70 
10 35 

0 5 
0 

100 
95 100 
45 - 75 

0 - 2 



Actually, it has been found. expedient in Michigan to use '£ype II beads ex

clusively, both in the paint and on 7 o..nd specific:=ttionshcJ.ve "heen revised accord

ingly. Photographs have been taken at large milgnifications to show thilt the ma

jority of the small beR.ds do not sink completely into the paint and become cover

ed, provided L; pounds of beads per gallon have already been mixed in the pilint, 

Figure 7 illustrR.tes an ideal ap:pliciltion of this kind, Figure 8 shows the 

appR.riltus used in making these photogrilphs. Further, lilboratory stluHes have 

shown that beaded panels prepared with Hhi te pilint contR.ining 4 pounds ller gal

lon of Type II beads and supporting 2 ~oounds per gallon of the Silme type will re

flect fully as much of the incident light ilS is reflected by corresponding panels 

with 4 pounds per gilllon of Type II beads in the paint and 2 pounds per !;'l,llon of 

Type I beads on the paint .. S:he latter application is shov1n in Figure 9 .. From an 

economical standpoint, it 1<ould therefore appear advantageous to use the Type II 

beads exclusively, 

In addition to the Questions of optimum size and other operll.tional factors, 

the depth of embedment of the glass bell.d in the paint film and rate of applica

tion of the beads are also important in relation to the efficiency of light re

turn.. These two phases of application are examined analytically in the succeeding 

paragraphs. 

Effect of Deuth of Bmbedment on Reflex Reflection 

Figure lOA shovlS a perspective sketch of a glass bead in a pavement stripe 

receiving and reflecting light from the headlR.mps of a car some>lhere to the left, 

and Figure lOB a vertical section, through the center of the same bead in the line 

of light propagatioa between source and reflector. The bead is shown embedded to 

a depth of 50 percent of its diameter and is presumed to have a refrilctive index 

of 2.0, which brings paraxial rays to a focus at the rear surface. 
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An incident ray along AA", the lowest level at which lif;ht may enter, will 

leave the bead along B 'B, ap-proximately parallel to AA.'. Refraction occurs at 

tho points A 1 and B 1 , and internal reflection at the focal point P, Similarly, 

a ray incidnnti along B:S ~ will emerge along i~ 1A .. 

A parallel ray NN', normal to the front surface of the bead, will enter 

without change in direction, pass through the center Oj and be reflected at 

point P to retrace its path in the opposite direction, Since the internal path 

of the rays is symmetrical ;,ith res-pect to the axis of the beam, the chord A'B' 

at right angles to the axis represents the limits of aperture in a vertic~l plane, 

hereinafter referred to as vertical a.porture~ through which lj_ght may be received 

for reflex reflection<> .:. -c is evident from the figure that Pony -parallel ray XX' 

entering the sphere above I:.· \'ri:::_l be douOly reflected within the sphere: below the 

paint line and sent off in an ineffective direction. 

The effective vertical aperture A 1B 1 is 2r sin ex.. , \Vhere r is the radius of 

the sphere and (X.. the angle the incident beam makus with the horizontaL The angle 

Oc changes continuously with distance be tween Dead F.J..nd source, becoming larger t:tS 

the separation distance decreF.tses~ so that the aperture widens progressively as 

the bead is approachedo It is obvious, therefore, t~~t the efficiency of light 

return becomes very small under the conditions of illumination ordinarily encoun-

tered in driving~ when the beads are embedded to a depth of haLL their diameters~ 

Where beads are embedded less than 50 percent, the vertical aperture for reflex 

reflection is correspondingly f.:;reater 1 but this F.l..dvantage is offset to some extent 

by the likelihood of -poor bead retention. At the small angles of illumination us

ually involved, beads have to be embedded only slightly over 50 percent (up to the 

point N' in the figure, an increase in depth of approximately r sin CG ) to lose 

the property of reflex reflection altogether. This fact should be of significance 

when interpreting the efficiency of beads premixed in paint, Stripes of this kind 
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may be expected to show up clearly A.t short viewing distances at earlier ages 

than would De the case at greater viewing distances .. 

Rate of Application 

On the basis of an aasumed headlamp-to-pavement distance of 32 in., a. ray 

of light from a headlamp will im:pinf;e upon a c;lass bead 500 ft. in front of a 

vehicle at an an;gle of 0° 18~ 51 with the horizon tal.. At 50 ft. this angle is 

~4ichigan State Highway D0partment specifications for T;rpe I beads (fo:c 

ap:plicR.tion on the pA.int) req_uire that a maximum of 70 ]Jercent :pr;.ss the No~ l.~O 

sieve. This means that at least 30 percent of the beads liill be 0.0165 in. in 

' 

diameter, or larger .. Hhen illumir.:.1-.1..tcd from a distA-nce of 500 ft., two such beads 

of the same size embedded one behind the other to hA-lf their depth in A. traffic 

stripe would have to be spaced A.t least 1.55 in. ap8,rt, center to center, in 

order to prevent the near bead from partially obscuring the fA.r beRd 0 This spac

ing is less for smaller beads A.nd 1'or shorter distA-nces, dropping to 0,06 in. for 

a Type II bead (pre-mix type) passing the No. 100 sieve and illuminated at 50 ft. 

Analysis of Fi,c,•11re ll discloses that if hlo beA.ds of the same dimneter A.re 

lined up at the critical se~aration distance (x + r)~ the zone of the incident 

beam V~hich can be coJ:rple'cely reflex-reflected from the second bead Vlill just clear 

the first bead,. When this distP.l.nce is shortened by an amount eq_ual to the radius 

of the sphere~ only a few thousandths of an inch~ reflex reflection from the med-

ian verticA.l aperture of the second bead is entirely cut off. As the beA.ds are 

placed nearer and nearer together. the zone of possible reflex reflection in the 

second "bead is obscured more and more, ii rst at a rapid rate and then more slow

ly, so thA.t the eclipse of the effective zone is very nearly complete for all 

prA.ctical purposes v1hen the beA.ds are at about half the originA.l critical distance 

from each other. Some critical separation distances under v~rious conditions of 
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illumination distance and l)e.q.d size: are given in Table 2., Probably sorae laboratory 

research could :orofi tably be done in pursuing this subject a little further, to 

determine actual rates of ap)llice.tion for optimum reflection in the sic;nificant 

ranr;e of viewing distances~ It is quite possible that somo "beR..d economy could be 

achieved as a result of such tests., I,ong rRnge visi"bility is probably the con-

trolling factor, since the wider nperture of reflex reflection and greater inten-

si ty of illumination A.t the shorter distances compensate to some extent for sparser 

distribution of the beads. 

CRITICAL SEPAHAJ:ION DIS11.i;.NC3 Bli:rrn;r;!.l~N BEAIJS 
Afu~l~G.illJJ IN LIHE 0]; SIGHT 

-Diameter of Beads, Oo:cresponding Critical Separation Distanc0, inches 
inches Sieve )j 0 ,. At 500 Feet At ~0 li'eet 

0,016.5 LfO 1 • .5.5 0 .. 16 

0,0117 .50 1,10 0,12 

0,00.59 100 0,.5.5 0.,06 

Mi scel1aneous P1·ac tical ConrJ.dGre. tj.ons 

It is generally conceited. that the use of glass beads for purposes of re-

flee tori za tion has the. fur thor advantage of Irif.J. te:irially lengthening stripe life" 

A rational explanation of this Hould be to consider the beads as bearing the 

brunt of the traffic loads~ thus protecting the }?A.int film which remA-ins between 

the beads from· such abrasion 1 so long as the beads remain in place. Be::tds which 

break loose~ howeverj \Vould have exactly the reverse effect, contributing by 

grindinc; or shearing action to the breakdown of the stripe, R.nd the situation \·Joul.d 

be \vorse than one in which no beads were present,. It becomes a matter of concern 9 
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therefore~ to provide adequate cementing of beads in ylace~ both from the reflcc-

torization and abrasion stand:points~ C0monting of Oe0.ds in place is a function·-

not only of degree of penetration (anchorage~ or "tooth'1 ), but also of the wetting 

properties of the paint for the glass surfaces of the ·beads.. As mentioned ea:rlier, 

paint-ooad comoinations exhioiting adverse wetting of the oeads oy the paint can·-._ 

not be expected to exhibit satisfactory bead retentiono 

It has been shown rather conclusively that beaded reflectorized pavement mark-

ing stripes give longer service life v1hen applied on bituminous pA..vements than wl'wn 

applied on concrete? due~ probably, to the resilience of the former .. The added 

stripe life is not withoUt its dravibacks~ ho~r1everj one of which is bleedinf; of the 

bituminous rna terial through the paint film.. Such bleeding arrpears to Oe ace en-

tuated oy the presence of beads. Xt is as though the oeads constitute individual 

foci for the development of oleeding, for wherever oleedint; occurs' it 8.ppears 

to occur first under the beads., In factv the beads frequently become ;;'discolored~~? 

turning quite dark - sometimes black - and detract a~p}1reciably from daytime appear-

ance of the stripe.. Such beads~ when pried loose from their sockets 1 are seen to 

be still clear~ colorless and transparentp yet the sockets in these instances are 

coated vd th migrated 1li tuminous substances which have collected under the oeads. 

This condition is illustrated in Figure. 12.. Perhaps glass beads :ict as miniature 

ourning glasses and concentrate sufficient heat underneath them to occasion this 

accelerated 1lleeding. 

In all cases~ the :presence of beads either in or on the pavement stripe acts 

to decret:l..se the drying time of the paint, and to c1ecrease the effect of relative 

humidity on drying time.. 11hese facts, of course 1 are of obvious practical signifi-

cance. It is possiole to cut the drying time of a pavement marking paint in half 

oy the use of beads alone. Some data on this effect are shown in the graphs of 

Figure 13. 
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After A. generA..tion of experience v.rith pavement marking stripes~ the critical 

need still persists for an effective seal to prevent bituminous materials from 

bleeding through superimposed paint films,. The use of glass beads h:1s made this 

need more ~cute th~n evero 

The glasses of which various beads are composed may differ in hye;roscopici ty, 

or the degree to which they pick up moisture from the air. A good neal of clump-

ing trouble (unoq_ual distribution) has been blamed on poor bead dispensers, when 

actually the difficulty might have been tretced to the fact that the beads were not 

surface-dry. Adeq_ua,te provision should always be made that beads intended for 

application be cle'm and dry when used. 

Pavement marking paint~ ei 'che:c \'!l th or VIi thou t beads~ is heavily :pigmented 

~ 

,g_nd is subject to the usual settling . ~·,)ubles of het~.-ey-bodied sus-pensions,. When 

beads are premixed in such paints~ the :pro'blem of adequA. te G ti rring ft.s a real one 

and can become a source of delays in the striping program.. If these pA..ints A..re 

allowed to settle undisturbed for weeks at a t.irne~ it may become practically im-

possibl-e to restore them to their origL1J3.l uniform consistency by conventional means .. 

If~ hov1ever? drums are rolled or up-ended at frequent intervals 1 such troubles have 

a way of disappearing~ and stirring usnally proceeds v,ri thout complication" 

l1ECAPITULATION 

In retrospect, the more significant facts and ideas of the foregoing dis-

cussion to be remembered in relation to the use and performance of glass beads 

in traffic paint are given 'beJ.o\vQ Some of these are stated specifically foT the 

first time in the summary but may be inferred directly from previous statements 

in the text. 

First~ all of the properties of glass~ v1hich significantly affect bead re--

flectorization are directly related to composition .. r:L1here is considerable lati~ 

tude in the selection of desired attributes by :proper compounding A.nd processingo 

The most important factor limiting the range of composition is devitrific~tion, or 
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crystallization~ on cooling., The high-silica glA..sses are~ in general 1 stronger 

and more Ourable than the others~ but do not have a sufficiently high refractive 

index for mR.ximum efficiency of reflectorizat.ion., It should be possible to pro·

duce commercially a glass of satisfactory durability and considernbly hisher in

dex without undue increA..se in cost., As a matter of fact, severFtl such products 

have al:ceady appeal."ed on the market;, 

Second, chemical d.urability and serviceability are not synonymous terms in 

defining the qualities of GlB.ss be.:1ds~ Many c~lasse;:> of Tel;'1.ti vely poor Ou:cabili ty 

give excellent service .. Loss of \Veip~ht by solution or dulling of surface luster 

are not infallible criteria of optical perforraa:.1ce, Forma.tion of films on some 

glasses gives noticeable improvement i:n transmittance a:'ld reduction. of external 

reflectiont a fact made use of in the ?resent ~cn·;~ctice of lens cor<.tint;~ f!1he:re

fore~ laboratory results based on loss of luster or weight in extraction or VJe<i.ther

:i..ng tests may w:congly condenm a per:;"='->>Cly sa ti sfac tory glass u Moreov;::;r 
1 

bead dur

ability should be tied in with the liie expectancy of the bin-der or stripe ;:;.s a 

whole. At best? the life of a beA.d in Ft pn.vement stripe is relatively short., 

Chemical durability~ then~ is not as significant as serviceability, and optical 

tests are the most reliable method of evaluating serviceabilityQ 

Third 1 color of ·the beads is important mostly from the stMdpoint of pos

sible objectiona-ble modification of the color of the painted stripe. However, a 

noticeable color oi' the beads in bulk may be totally imperceptible when they A-re 

applied to the paint, and a colo1· specification Vihich is unnecessarily restrictive 

may hamper the development of t;l.s..sses superior in other respectse 

Fourth~ the amount And distribution of reflected light is ln..rgely deter~ 

mined by the refractive index of the glass composing the beads and its relation 

to the index of vehicle and pigments in the paint. The pattern of the returned 

light (divergence angle characteristic) depends on the index of the glass. 

:Maximum efficiency in the conservation of reflected light is achieved >!hen this 
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index is about la90~ \'lhich brings ~nrallel r:n:ys to an a:pproximate. focus at the 

rear surface of the bead" The amount of lir.;ht specula.rly reflected from the 

boundary bet\·men paint and bead is a function of the ciiffe:cence in their refrA-ctive 

indices... More :particularly, it depends on the difference in index of OeP:J,d ftnd 

p:::dnt vohiolo~ r,:i:o,co thG Vt)h:io:Lo oOmlJlui:;gly ,on.J.volo:pt;;s the pJ,~m.;:;nt particlG~8 and 

light reaching the latter is diffusely reflect;e;d., 

Fifth, the depth and i::.rmness of er:lbedrnent of beads in "fJA.int de;'Jends on their 

compatibility witJ.1 respect to the ability of the paint to '~Het the be1-1.d surfaces .. 

-Thus~ paint and beads are intimately njlated in service performance~ and the re

flectorized st-.ripe should De evc-:.J.·c.ated a.s an enti ·cy rather than as a combit:.ation 

of independent ms.t.erials ... 

Sixth~ O].'Jtimum gradations of beads for maximum usefulness have not been 

completely determined eA'}Jerimentally~ However~ experience and the geometry of 

surf,q,ce-mass ratios definitely indic8.te the desirability of using De:'1.ds of smaller 

maximum size .. The principal advantag;es of using; smaller bea(ls are: 1) pound for 

pound~ they present. more reflective surface and are retained better; 2) they can 

be premixed with the yaint; J) they reduce both dTying time of the paint and the 

effect of relative humidity on drying time; and 4) they contain a smaller percentage 

of imperfect particleso 

Seventh~ the two kinds of imperfections receiving most attention at presant 

are non-roundness ancl t:;as inclusions, A large percentage of fragments is detri

mental~~ but it is doubtful vJhether other non-rounds 7 such as spheroids, ellipsoids 11 

etc .. ? significantly affect optical performance .. Gas inclusions are definitely 

harmful because they interfeTe with reflex reflection and weaken the bead structurally. 

Eighth~ depth of embedment is an important fn..ctor in reflex reflection of pave

ment marking beads because~ .s.t the very small angles of incidence involved, the 

effective reflex-reflecting zone of the bead is extremely narrow. \1hen the b earl 
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is embedded to a depth of half its diameter the height of the vertical aperture 

through whi?h -light may De received for reflex reflection is a:pproxi:nately the 

]Jroduct of the diR.meter and the sine of the incidence angles or only a few thousandths 

of the Dead radius.. 1\fi th only a slight increase in de:pth of embedment (half of 

the above vertical aperture)? reflex reflection is lost altogether.. Decreasing the 

depth of embedment extends the effective zone vertically but this advantage is off

set to some extent by the likelihood of :poor bead retention, 

Ninth? from A.n analysis of bead interference in relation to critical se11a:ra

tion distances 1 it appears that so:·ne ·.~aad economy ;·nay possibly be achieved by :(ur

ther 8X}1Brimental study of the p:co·'.J:::_,_::;-, of applicF~.tion rates., 

Finally~ ex_perience so :a:c L:.c'iic~:. tes that. ·the use of "beads len,~;·;~~...;;ns the 

1 ife of the pain ted stripe, and thA. t beaded stripes last lon,::,;er on Oi tuminous 

11a vemen ts th.:-'l.U on concrete., 
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Testing and Research Engineer~ &.nd l!i, .i-:.., :l!'inney, Assistant Testing and Hesearch 
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this paper. 
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